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As the Knowledge Economy is coming, intellectual property plays an 
increasingly important role in the development of enterprise. In the capital 
market, the information about intellectual capital is regarded as the key basis of 
judgment of business innovation and sustainable development. However 
recently the issues of intellectual property information disclosure arises, some 
companies even can not be listed as scheduled because of that. The so called 
“patent gate” has attracted much attentions, we should solve the problem as 
soon as possible. This article begins to study from the exposed intellectual 
property disclosure cases, follows the logical thinking as discovering the issue - 
analyzing the reasons - solving the problem. Besides the introduction and 
conclusion, this article is divided into five chapters: 
    Chapter one is an overview of the information disclosure system in China, 
As the intellectual property disclosure is under the framework of this whole 
system, understanding the information disclosure is helpful for further study. 
    Chapter two introduces the intellectual property disclosure. This chapter 
describes the value of intellectual property disclosure for stock markets, and  
states the problem of intellectual property disclosure mainly from the angle of 
untrue disclosure, which is on the basis of relevant academic researchers and 
combined with the exposed media cases. 
    Chapter three is the analysis of the reasons of intellectual property 
disclosure problems. This chapter discusses from the following four angles：  
the legal rules, the regulatory mechanism, the enterprise management, and 
intermediary organizations to articulate the reasons. 
    Chapter four studies on foreign information disclosure of intellectual 
property, mainly focusing on the United States and Japan. We can learn some 















    Chapter five is a very important part, according to the analysis in chapter 
three and combined with the foreign information in chapter four, this chapter 
tries to propose the solution based on China’s own situation, that is to perfect 
the laws and relevant regulations meanwhile to enhance the regulatory 
mechanism, to increase the strength of public supervision and to improve the 
ability of management on intellectual property. A variety of factors should be 
taken into account. 
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